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THERMAL PRINTER-PLOTTER SYSTEM FOR 
MULTI-DIRECTIONAL PRINTING AND 

PLOTTING 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifica 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made 
by reissue. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates generally to printer 
plotter systems and, more particularly, to dot-matrix 
thermal printer-plotters. Thermal printer-plotters are 
known which have thermal resistive elements (dots) 
arranged in matrix form, each column and each row of 
matrix having multiple resistive elements. 
However, to form the vertical portion of a character, 

the column elements of the matrix are sometimes ener 
gized simultaneously. This often results in non-uniform 
ity of contrast between portions of the character formed 
by a given number of the matrix elements energized 
simultaneously and other portions of the character 
formed by a different number of simultaneously ener 
gized elements. This non-uniformity in contrast is 
caused by parasitic losses, such as are produced by a 
battery return lead and resistance, which reduce the 
amount of power supplied to each element as a function 
of the number of simultaneously energized elements. 
To avoid this problem of non-uniformity in contrast 

associated with simultaneously energized elements, a 
printer-plotter with individually energizable print and 
plot elements is needed. Also, for purposes of compact 
ness and simplicity, the elements should be arranged in 
a single print-plot head in such a manner that, to print a 
selected character, the same elements may be used to 
print the character in one direction as to print the char 
acter in other directions. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

According to the illustrated preferred embodiment of ‘ 
the present invention, a print-plot system is provided 
having a central processing unit (CPU), a memory unit 
containing a stored program, and a printer-plotter unit 
with a print-plot head. The print-plot head comprises 
ten geometrically-arranged thermal resistive elements, 
one of which is used to plot lines and nine of which are 
used to print upper and lower case alphanumeric char 
acters in four orthogonal directions, under program 
control. 
The geometric arrangement of the character-printing 

elements enables these elements to be individually ener 
gized when printing a character, thereby eliminating 
the problem of non-uniformity of contrast associated 
with simultaneously energized contiguous printing ele 
ments. Any of the printing elements may be energized 
simultaneously with the plotting element in order to 
print characters while plotting selected line segments. 
The arrangement of the elements also diminishes the dot 
appearance of the printed characters and improves 
character appearance by printing the dots in slightly 
overlapped fashion. Furthermore, the arrangement of 
the elements provides for varying the thickness of a 
character or orthogonal line segments by selectively 
energizing one or more individual elements. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of the printer-plotter sys 
tem of the present invention. 
FIG. 2 is a combined perspective view and block 

diagram illustrating the printer-plotter and controller of 
the system of FIG. 1. 

FIG. 3 is a top view of the elements of the print-plot 
head employed in the system of FIG. 1. 
FIG. 4 is a diagrammatic illustration of elements of 

the print-plot head of FIG. 3 used to print a character. 
FIG. 5 is a logic flow diagram of a routine stored in 

a ROM of the system of FIG. 1, illustrating one mode of 
operation of the system. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM 
BODIMENT 

FIG. 1 shows a printer-plotter system having a logic 
unit 11 and a printer-plotter unit 13. The logic unit 11 
comprises an input unit 15 such as a keyboard, optical 
reader or magnetic tape device for entering data into 
the system, a read-write memory (RWM) unit 17, a 
read-only memory (ROM) unit 19 having a stored rou 
tine, a processing unit 21 and a print-plot controller 23. 
The processing unit 21 stores the data from input unit 15 
into RWM 17, processes the stored data under control 
of the ROM routine, and applies the processed data via 
controller 23 to printer-plotter 13 for plotting and print 
mg. 
FIG. 2 shows the printer-plotter 13 comprising a web 

‘or paper drive unit 25, a print-plot head 27 engaging the 
web,.and a coordinate actuator or head drive unit 29 for 
moving the print-plot head 27. The paper drive unit 25 
includes a stepper motor 33 coupled to a platen 35 for 
moving paper 31 forward (from + y to — y) or rearward 
(from —y to +31)’ The head drive unit 29 includes a 
head motor coupled to head 27 by means of a guide wire 
39 for moving the head 27 from left to right (from —x 
to +x) or from right to left (from +2: to —x). FIG. 2 
also shows print-plot controller 23 comprising a head 
position controller/driver 41, a paper position control 
ler/driver 43, and a head power controller/driver 45. 
Upon application of a signed, binary value from proces 
sor 21 to head position controller/driver 41 (the sign of 
the binary value specifying the direction of movement 
of the head 27 and the magnitude of the binary value 
indicating the number of steps that the head 27 is to be 
moved), the controller/driver 41 converts the signed 
binary value to two signals with a +90° phase delay 
between the two signals when the sign is negative, and 
to two signals with -’—90° phase delay between the sig 
nals when the sign is positive, and applies the two sig 
nals to head motor 37. Head motor 37 moves head 27 a 
distance corresponding to the number of cycles of the 
signals, in the direction from —-x to +x when the ap 
plied signals are out of phase by +90", and from +x to 
—x when the applied signals are out of phase by ~90". 
In similar manner, a signed binary value applied by 
processor 21 to paper position controller/driver 43 
causes controller/driver 43 to apply two signals with 
+90° or —90‘' phase delay between them to stepper 
motor 33. Stepper motor 33 rotates a sprocketcd por— 
tion of platen 35, moving paper 31 a distance corre 
sponding to the number of cycles of the applied signals. 
Paper 31 is moved forward (+y to —y) when the sig 
nals applied to motor 33 are out of phase by +90". and 
moved rearward (—y to +y) when the signals applied 
to motor 33 are out of phase by —90°. A binary pattern 
often bits is applied, in parallel, by processor 21 to head 
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power controller/driver 45 specifying the thermal ele 
ments of head 27 that are to be energized. 
FIG. 3 shows a top view of the thermal resistive 

elements of head 27. (In an alternative embodiment of 

4 
means that at an initial positioning of head 27 element 
E6 is energized to form a portion of character E, 

the present invention the thermal elements of the head 5 (E3 J 
may be arranged along a single diagonal.) Seven ele- P2 
ments are used for printing upper and lower case char 
EICIBIS, at 1685! ‘W0 elements used for Priming Punctua- means that at the next positioning of the head (i.e., at 
(i011 characters, and CH6 element 47 i5 1156C‘ 110 1310i; lines. head position (W0), element E3 is energized [0 form 
For example, when the head 27 is moved from left (--x) 10 another portion of the E, 
to right (+x), to print upper and lower case, characters 
E and e, thermal elements E1, E2, E3, E4, E5, E6 and 
E7 are used, to print a lower case character with a (54) (E7) 
“descending portion" such as “p“, elements E3, E4, E5, P7 P7 
E6, E7, E8 and E9 are used, and to print a punctuation 15 
mark Such 35 F Fommat elements E7' E8 anfi E9?” means that at head position seven, elements E4 and E7 
use‘? Each prmlmlg element Partly overlaps‘ "5 1161811‘ are energized to form two other portions of the E, and 
b°1_'m$ element "1 a celumn‘wme and row'wlse fashlon so on. Note that at head position three, elements E8 is in 
‘15 mdlcaied by reference numerals 4? and 51 of FIG 3' position for forming a punctuation character or lower 
This Overlapping arrangement Permits the Priming of 20 portion of a lower-case character (if such a character 
Contiguous! pamy‘overlapping dots, forming charac' were needed) and, hence, is not energized to form a 
lets having a nm'l'dot'like al)l7eara"¢¢-_The elements are portion of the E. Table 1 shows the element used to 
connected to twelve leads, one lead being aground lead prim uppercase character "1:," punctuation Character 
53 common to elements El-E9, nine lead being conduc- u," and lowepcase character “pf 

TABLE 1 

Element used 
to form Element used 

Example character to form 
Orienta~ of Character Direction Direction in order descender 
tion of character orienta- of of of use, portion 
charac- orienta- tion head move- paper from left (in order 
ter tion (Cartesian) ment movement to right of use) 

First P, +y to —y ~x to +x No movement E6.E3.E5,E2. E9138 
orthogonal E7,E4.El 
Second —y to +y +x to -x No movement E4,E7,E5,EB. El,E2 
orthogonal E3.E6,E9 
Third —it to +x No movement +y to *y ELI-12,53,154, E6,E9 
orthogonal E5,E7.E8 
Fourth +x to —x No movement —y to +y E9,E8,E7,E6. E4,El 
orthogonal E5,E3,E2 
First P +y to —y —x to +x No movement E9.E6,E3,E3, None 
orthogonal ES,E7.E4 

A flow chart of the operations performed by proces 
tor leads 57-63. 65 and 69-75, each CUImECted I0 One Of sor 21 under control of the routine stored in ROM 19 
the nine elements El-EQ, and one grounded lead 55 and 45 (FIG, 1) is Shown in FIG, 5. Each btock of the flow 
One Conductor lead 67 Connected to Plot element 47- chart represents an operation performed by processor 
The twelve leads to the head 27 are, in turn, connected 21, For a given sequence of input data received and 
to head power controller/driver 45 of printer-plotter gtorgd by logic unit 11, or generated by processor 21 
controller 23 via a ?exible cable 77. Processor 21, under (pursuant to Calculation Operation) and stored in RWM 
control of the routine shown in FIG- 5 and Table 2 50 17 for plotting and printing, the print<plot routine as 
following, moves the head 27 or paper 31, or both. to 3 shown by block 77 accesses the ?rst data word to be 
selected position and applies abinary pattern to head 27, plotted, positions the paper and head as shown by 
energizing selected elements to plot a point or to print blocks 79 and 81, and plots the contents of the accessed 
one Or more Points 35 P31‘t of a Character- data word. As shown by block 83, plotting is achieved 

FIG- 4 ShOWS the ?lemems E1457 used to Print UK? 55 by applying the accessed data to head power control 
character “E," and the particular move or position of ler/driver 45 (FIG. 2) where the data is used to gate 
the head (p1 being a ?rst position, p2 being a second power from a power supply 105 to plot element 47 of 
905539“, and 50 on) at which each 615mm“ is energized- head 27. Following the plotting operation as block 85 
The eiemems E3 and E9 are "01 llsgd ‘0 Prim PQm‘Z'ns shows, a test is made to determine if printing is to be 
of the 13, instead, the“ {W0 elements are used to Prim 60 performed. If no printing is to be performed (indicated 
punctuation marks and the lower portions of lower-case by a print flag not having been preset), control is trans 
characters when such characters are oriented in the fen-ed to block 101. If a print ?ag has been present 
Same direCIiOn as the E- FOT example indicating that character data are to be printed, the 

orthogonal orientation of the character is determined as 
65 shown by blocks 87 and 89, and head 27 or paper 31 is 

(it) moved to a selected coordinate as shown by blocks 93 
and 91, causing selected elements of the head to occupy 
selected positions over the paper 31 corresponding to 
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the data word to be printed. To accomplish the head 
and paper movement indicated by blocks 93 and 91, for 
a given character orientation determined from blocks 87 
and 89, signed binary values are applied to head-posi 
tion and paper-position controller/drivers 41, 43. Bit 
patterns (dot patterns in binary form) of alphanumeric 
characters printable by the system are pro-stored in 
word groups in ROM 19, each word group containing 
the dot (bit) pattern corresponding to one character. 
For a given character stored in RWM 17, the group of 
words from ROM 19 containing the dot pattern corre 
sponding to the stored character are accessed. This 
access operation is shown by block 95, after which the 
contents of each word are applied to head power con 
troller/driver 45 (FIG. 2) as shown by block 97. As 
shown by gates 103 and power supply 105 of FIG. 2, the 
contents of each dot-pattern word serve to gate power 
from power supply 105 to those elements of the head for 

6 
which there is a matching "1" bit in the dot-pattern. As 
block 99 shows, after each dot-pattern word is pro 
vided, control is returned to blocks 95 and 97 for suc 
cessive dot-pattern words to be output. When all of the 

5 dot-pattern words (preselected for annotating a plotted 
data value) have been printed, control is transferred to 
block 101 which, in turn, returns control to block 77 if 
additional data values remain to be plotted, or termi 
nates the print-plot operation if no data values remain to 

10 be plotted. To plot lines having a selected thickness, a 
plot element 47 of selected size may be used, or individ 
ual elements may be energized selectively to produce, 
along a selected orthogonal direction, a line made up of 
a desired number of contiguous dots. To print charac 

15 ters having a selected thickness, selected dot patterns 
may be used. Table 2 shows a listing of the individual 
instructions of the print-plot routine. 

TABLE 2 

Print-Plot Routine 

ROM Sub- Operation 
Se- Address Ob- rou- code 
qua-ice (in ject tine (inst: no 
no. octall code label tions) Remarks 

63254 061055 NXTPO DEF 144-, 
06355 201645 ' LDK OEFG N 

0676 06356 672452 SZA “>2 giscgfggfggflétzml FLAG 
6677 ‘662537 "66275 JHP DECEL 

NSF-ell 065“? L08 CHHOD 
was: 0141043 can 0 ' r 

Bean asasz asbzsz JHP :écEL calm-Emu‘? 
02:; 2355M} 031.553 LDA SCNTR 
B l!‘ 664 0724-32 SZA 1M2 H 
0683 "3065 066252 JHP KPSLH iltifnlgtpgiigi 
H084 Udilbb M14106 CPB 07 CRUISE? 
@555 B35567 B06212 JHP LSYCH YES 
asst"- mum 024123 we M ‘ 
865? $5371 V6022 SSP n+2 
2668 36072 866145 JHP FETDT 
6689 06973 024117 108 N2’ 
0698 “.5374 1769102 SBP n+2 
0631 53675 066219 JHP SPCE 
U6. 2 H3376 0661622 NEHCH LDA TBUFF FETCH NEH .HHH 
M195 @5677 372825 RZA PET-"S IF I" THEH'rOO C515“ 
H694 uswa 645617 is: canon SET CVHHOD ' 7 ' 
M695 Will-J1 B20141 LDA H12 SET 
?bgb H6192 631.554 STA CLCNT CRUISE COUNT 
6697 [NW3 Z662l2 JHP LSTCH AND JUMP 
U698 BJUM 0.55d22 FETAS 5TB IBUFFh CLEAR TBUFF 
0!:99 Gains 665M555 AND 0177 MASK OFF EXTRA B175 
8786 551MB 610674 ‘CPA EDTCH E01’? ‘ 
U781 H6107 056124 JrlP £0TPT YES 
B762 961 l l4 Bl?ub'l CPA 017 HANDSHAKE? 
B7913 W61 1 l 6b6l26 JHP HSPRT YES 
0764 (‘3112 620! 7.4 If.“ N40 ‘00 UFFSET 
U735 H51 16 B36681 SlA H PULTXPLY 
U705 H61 1 4 1736MB SM. 1 BY 
I67"? 061 15 uzduan A06 A 3 ' ‘ 
07MB not 16 auaeaa U“ P 
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We claim: ‘ 

l. A system for, forming visual output [manifesta 
tions] images on a web, comprising: , 

head means having a non-linear plurality of print 
elements engaging said web, each element being 
located at the intersection of ?rst and second [co 
ordinate positions] coordinates of position in the 
head, with no [element occupying] two elements 
having the same first coordinate [position] and no 
[element occupying] two elements having the same 
second coordinate [position]; 

drive means coupled to at least one of the web and the 
head means for providing relative motion [of] 
between the head means [with respect to] and the 
web along at least one of the two orthogonal coordi 
nates of the web; and 

logic means disposed to receive data and coupled to 
the drive means and to the print elements of the head 
means for forming visual output [manifestations] 
images on the web in one of four directions along 
the two orthogonal coordinates of the web by caus 
ing the drive means to move at least one of the web 
and head means to a selected position in selected 
steps and energizing selected print elements of the 
head means to form selected portions of the visual 
output [manifestations] images in response to said 
data at each position of the head means relative to the 
web. 

2. The system as in claim 1 wherein each ?rst coordi 
nate of the print elements is a row coordinate and each 
second coordinate is a column coordinate, the print 
elements being symmetrically located about at least one 
of two substantially 45" diagonals. 

3. The system as in claim 1 wherein the logic means 
includes a stored routine for producing alphanumeric 
characters, the web is thermally sensitive paper, and the 
print elements comprise at least nine thermal resistive 
elements. 

4. The system as in claim 1 wherein the head means 
includes a plot element for plotting lines on the web. 

5. The system as in claim 2 wherein the print elements 
are aligned in overlapping contiguity along the coordi 
nates, this arrangement being effective for producing 
contiguous partly-overlapping marks on the web. 

6. The system as in claim 5 wherein the drive means 
includes a web drive means and a head drive means, and 
the logic means controls [the head means,] the head 
drive means, the web drive means and [controls] the 
energizing of selected numbers of those print elements 
contiguously aligned along a selected coordinate, to 
produce line segments in the direction of the selected 
coordinate having thickness related to the number of 
elements energized. 

7. A method of forming output [manifestations] 
images having one or more rows and columns on a web 
using a movable head with a non linear plurality of print 
elements thereon to form portions of each output [man 
ifestation] image in one of four orthogonal directions, 
the method comprising the steps of: 

selecting a number of print elements to be energized; 
positioning one of the head and web with the selected 

print elements located over selected portions of the 
output [manifestation] image to be formed in such 
a manner that at each positioning no more than one 
print element is located over a column of the output 
[manifestation] image to be printed, and no more 
than one print element is located over a row of the 
output [manifestation] image to be printed; and 
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14 
energizing the selected print elements to form por 

tions of the output [manifestation] image in one or 
four orthogonal directions. 

8. The method of claim 7 where the step of position 
ing includes the steps of moving the head in a ?rst direc 
tion to produce output [manifestations] images ori 
ented in said ?rst direction, and moving the head in a 
second direction to produce output [manifestations] 
images oriented in said second direction. 

9. The method of claim 7 where the step of position 
ing further includes the steps of moving the web in a 
third direction to produce output [manifestations] 
images oriented in a fourth direction opposite to said 
third direction, and moving the web in a fourth direc 
tion to produce output [manifestations] images ori 
ented in the third direction. 

10. The method of claim 7 where the movable head 
includes a plot element for forming lines on the web in 
any selected direction and the method includes the steps 
Of: 

selecting the plot element to be energized; 
positioning one of the head and web such that the plot 

element is located over a segment of the line to be 
formed; and 

energizing the plot element to form the line segment 
in the selected direction. 

[11. A print head comprising a cluster of a selected 
number of print elements disposed on and about at least 
two diagonals for forming output manifestations on a 
web in any of four orthogonal directions, such elements 
being located at the intersection of ?rst and second 
coordinate positions, with no element occupying the 
same ?rst coordinate position and no element occupy 
ing the same second coordinate position] 

[12. The print head as in claim 11 wherein each ?rst 
coordinate of the print element is a row coordinate and 
each second coordinate is a column coordinate] 

[13. The print head as in claim 11 wherein the print 
elements are aligned in overlapping contiguity along 
the coordinates for producing partly-overlapping con 
tiguous output manifestations on the web.] 

[14. The print head as in claim 11 wherein the print 
elements are disposed having independent conductor 
leads and a common ground lead] 

[15. The print head as in claim 11 wherein a ?rst 
group of the selected number of print elements are used 
for printing output manifestations in the form of upper 
case characters, a second group of said elements are 
used for printing lower case characters, and a third 
group of said elements are used to print punctuation 
characters] 

[16. The print head as in claim 11 including a plot 
element disposed externally to the cluster of print ele 
ments for plotting lines] 

17. A system for forming visual output [manifesta 
tions] images on a web, comprising: 
head means having a non-linear plurality of print 

elements and a plot element engaging said web, 
each element being located at the intersection of 
?rst and second [coordinate positions] cartesian 
coordinates of position in the head, with no [ele 
ment occupying] two elements having the same ?rst 
coordinate [position] and no [element occupy 
ing] having the same second coordinate [posi 
tion]; 

drive means coupled to at least one of the web and the 
head means for providing relative motion [of] 
between the head means [with respect to] and the 
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web along at least one of the two orthogonal coordi 
nates of the web; and 

logic means disposed to receive data and coupled to 
the drive means and to the head means for substan 
tially simultaneously printing and plotting visual 
output [manifestations] images on the web in one 
of four directions along the two orthogonal coordi 
nates oflhe web by causing the drive means to move 
at least one of the web and head means to a selected 
position in selected steps and energizing selected 
print elements of the head means to form selected 
portions of the visual output [manifestations] 
images in response to said data at each position of the 
head means relative to the web. 

18. A method ofsubstantially simultaneously printing 
and plotting visual output [manifestations] images 
having one or more rows and columns on a web using a 
movable head with a non-linear plurality of print ele 
ments and a plot element thereon to form portions of 
each output [manifestation] image in one of four or< 
thogonal directions, the method comprising the steps of: 

selecting a number ofprt'nt elements to be energized; 
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16 
positioning one ofthe head and web with the selected 

print elements located over selected portions of the 
output [manifestation] image to be formed in such 
a manner that at each positioning no more than one 
print element is located over a column of the output 
[manifestation] image to be printed, and no more 
than one print element is located over a row of the 
output [manifestation] image to be printed; and 

energizing the selected print elements to form por 
tions of the output [manifestation] image in one of 
four orthogonal directions. 

[19. A print head comprising a plot element and a 
cluster of a selected number of print elements disposed 
on and about at least two diagonals for printing and 
plotting substantially simultaneously and forming out 
put manifestations on a web in any of four orthogonal 
directions, such elements being located at the intersec 
tion of ?rst and second coordinate of positions, with no 
element occupying the same first coordinate position 
and no element occupying the same second coordinate 
position] 

i III ‘I Q‘ i 
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